Introduction
Text categorization is an excellent application domain for natural language processing systems. First, it is a task in which NLP techniques have born fruit, producing high accuracy along with other benefits [Hayes and Weinstein, 1990; Kuhns, 1990; Tong et al., 1986] . Second, it provides an easy way of measuring success, by comparing system responses with "expert" category assignments. Third, it is a ripe domain for exploring statistical methods for automated knowledge acquisition. Published work on text categorization has focused on the first item above, arguing convincingly for knowledge-based techniques and their accuracy, but has not yet opened the way for the investigation of category assignment as a way of testing NLP methods or on the prospects for acquisition. This work focuses on combining statistics and NLP in a knowledge-based categorization system, using statistics as way of augmenting hand-coded knowledge.
The context of this research is a commerciallydeveloped system that automatically assigns categories to news stories for "custom clipping" and other markets. Like Construe/TIS [Hayes and Weinstein, 1990] , the work derives from, and coordinates with, NLP efforts, but the system primarily uses a lexicosemantic pattern matcher for categorization [Jacobs et al., 1991] . Categorization tasks vary greatly in difficulty, but the recall and precision results produced in our tests are similar to those reported by other systems, with coverage of over 90% on topic assignment and performance better than human indexers on most aspects of the task. Figure 1 shows a typical example of a news story, with associated human-assigned categories. Retrieval is performed by matching a desired set of categories (termed a query or profile) against those assigned in the text database. Our system, known as NLDB, mimics these category assignments, extracting company names [Rau, 1991] , topics or subject indicators, industries, and others (including, for example, stock exchanges and geographic regions). The program also incorporates portions of the SCISOR system [Jacobs and Rau, 1990] , which can fill certain other fields, such as the target and suitor of a takeover.
This sort of system has a simple appeal: the "answers" (the set of category assignments) are usually clear-cut, yet they clearly require some detailed content analysis. On the other hand, the technologies that could contribute to this analysis are bafflingly complex, from discourse methods that distinguish topics from background events to word sense techniques that help to distinguish, for example, COMMUNICATIONS from BROADCASTING and HEALTH CARE from PHARMACEUTICALS. Figure 2 shows the complete list of industry and topic assignments currently in use to categorize texts in the NLDB system.
The development of this system has advanced the state of the art in practical NLP by proving the utility of statistical training methods on a knowledge-based NLP task. Feeding in large volumes of texts with human answers has found new ways around old problem~, in knowledge acquisition. This paper explains the relationship between problems in NLP and performanc¢ in categorization and describes a statistical method fol automatically creating lexico-semantic patterns for categorization.
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Topics Other   ARGOSYSTEMS  AVIATION  BUSINESS  CORPORATE  ARGOSYSTEMS INC  DEFENSE CONTRACTING  CONTRACT  NEWSGRID  BOEING  ELECTRONICS  NYASE  BOEING CO(BA)  OTC  UTL  USA  UTL CORP(UTLC) BOEING'S ARGOSYSTEMS SUBSIDIARY TO MAKE TENDER OFFER FOR ALL UTL CORE SHARES SEATTLE (JULY 31) PR NEWSWIRE -The Boeing Co. (NYSE: BA) has announced its agreement to cause its wholly-owned subsidiary ARGOSystems of Sunnyvale, Calif., to make a cash tender offer at $4.75 per share for all shares of UTL Corp. (NASDAQ: UTLC) of Dallas.
The transaction is valued at approximately $20 million. The boards of ARGOSystems and UTL have approved the transaction.
The tender offer will commence no later than Aug. 6. Upon completion of the tender offer, the agreement calls for a merger in which the remaining UTL stockholders will also receive $4.75 in cash per share. The tender offer is subject to certain conditions including the tender of at least a majority of the outstanding UTL shares. UTL Corp. designs, develops, manufactures and markets electronic warfare systems used for reconnaissance and sur. veillance. The systems provide information on the location and identification of radar and communications emitters .... Overall Results Figure 3 summarizes the overall results of this experiment, including the results of assigning topic categories (the task generally reported in this sort of work) and industry categories with statistics only, natural language, and the combination; and the overall effect of the combined approach.
Recall here has essentially the same meaning as in information retrieval; i.e. the percentage of humanassigned categories that the system also produced. Precision is the percentage of system-assigned categories that also appeared in the human indices. These statistics make the dubious (and often incorrect) assumption that the human-assigned categories are always correct. In Figure 1 , for example, NLDB included AEROSPACE on the industry list--This hurts precision because it is not included on the human list.
The major achievement here is that the combination of statistical analysis and natural language based categorization is considerably better than either alone. The system uses statistical methods where they do better (i.e. industries) and NLP where it does better (i.e. topics), and shows that combined NLP and statistics can be better than either technique alone within a particular task.
The results tend to understate the real impact of this combination, in part because of the large differences in difficulty among sets of categories, and in part because of the portion of the human-assigned categories that are incorrect. In analyzing sample texts where the human categories differ from the automatically-assigned categories, we have found that the system tends to be correct about as often as the human indexer, with many cases so difficult to judge that multiple independent assessments differ. Since this means that the system recall against the human is higher than human recall against the system, the results indicate that the system's overall performance is better than human performance. However, for the purpose of this experiment, we use these results to compare different system configurations, and not to illustrate an absolute measure of accuracy. 
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Word Weights for Industry Assignment
For example, in the news categorization task described earlier, natural language delivered the weakest performance relative to statistics on the assignment of industry categories. Performance on topic assignment was generally much higher using natural language, and company name extraction and variation was handled using a separate mechanism [Rau, 1991] . The two most obvious differences between topic assignment and industry assignment are:
1. It is generally easy to determine where the topic of a story is expressed, either in the first sentence or by spotting certain words and phrases that are good indicators, while the industries involved can appear almost anywhere in a story, 2. The breadth of language that expresses topic is much narrower than the breadth required to handle the different industries; for example, it is quite easy to identify texts dealing with bankruptcies, lawsuits, and mergers using a few key words and phrases (vocabularies of no more than 20 or 30 words per topic): but a single industry can be indicated by any number of words or expressions, including names of specific customers, products, or devices.
For these reasons, statistics have the upper hand in the identification of industries, and the first pass at the NLDB system used linguistic methods for topic assignment and statistical methods for industries. This wa~ unsatisfying, because we quickly came across errors in the results that might have been prevented using simple NLP methods, as well as places where the results could have helped to augment or correct linguistic knowledge
The statistical methods, which will be described later involve weighting individual words and phrases according to their value in distinguishing industries. The most obvious errors resulting from these methods were finding a good indicator in the wrong place (either in irrelevant text or in background text), and finding a good indicator used in a different way. These errors pervade the results of statistical categorization, with the most obvious problems coming when the results clearly derived from the misinterpretation of individual words and phrases.
For example, the word brewing occurred 14 times in a sample of about 11,000 news stories. In 9 out of those 14 cases, or 64%, the story was correctly categorized under the industry BEVERAGES, which includes less than 1% of the stories. By most any statistical metric, brewing is a strong indicator for BEVERAGES (better, in fact, than beer and beverages, although not quite as good as Pepsi).
However, the statistical categorization method failed, for example, on the following text, incorrectly assigning the text to BEVERAGES:
The issue first surfaced Monday when Dawes complained there is a "black hole" of information about how Richards deposited state money while the S&L crisis was brewing I The word gas is not quite as good an indicator as brewing--in 55% of occurrences it indicates PETROLEU• PRODUCTS, and 11% of the time UTILITIES, with scattered other interpretations. But gas is much more frequent than brewing, occurring 835 times in the same training sample where brewing occurred 14 times. So, in terms of overall performance, knowing when gas is a good indicator of an industry can make more of a difference. The problem is with texts such as the following:
Of 55 check-ups of the 17 patients, mild diarrhea was reported during 2 percent of checkups, nausea or vomiting in about 3 percent and a moderate increase in intestinal gas in about 10 percent.
While the problem with brewing above can easily be solved by using any simple method of filtering out irrelevant text (the sentence appears in the middle of a story about a political campaign), this is not the case with gas. The gas example, like many similar errors, appears in relevant text describing the health effects of bran cereal, which could be correctly categorized as HEALTH CARE and FOOD.
Note also that it is difficult to compensate for errors in individual word weights by using combined statistical weights for categorization. This point will he discussed more in Section 5, but the main problem is that content words like patients, nausea and check-ups simply don't have enough information content to act as good discriminators compared to gas.
Recall and Precision
While it is easy to spot places where statistics tend to introduce erroneous categories, thus lowering precision in examples such as brewing and gas above, it is harder to understand why statistical methods also fail to produce enough information to assign a category, thus producing low recall. Since Lehn & Fink Products, headquartered in Montvale, is a leading international marketer of household and do-it-yourself products.
The human categorizer assigned the story to the categories of CONSUNER PRODUCTS and PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, although the latter is probably an error. While CONSUMER PRODUCTS is the strongest category indicated statistically, from words such as household and brands, it is still weakly indicated; in fact, it would be difficult to get a statistical measure to admit CONSUMER PRODUCTS without also including RETAIL, BEVERAGES, BUILDING MATERIAL, and even TEXTILES, which are loosely coupled with terms such as brands, do-it-yourself and carpet. It is also quite difficult, because of the high independent frequencies of the words, to identify household products as a collocation or combination that should be considered.
The key to getting good recall and precision on texts such as these is to consider the weights of the individual words and phrases to determine what industries could be involved, but to use the structure of the texts to help determine where the industry information might be. Phrases like X is a leading marketer of Y or X is the maker of Y appear throughout news stories, and are sure indicators of industry information, even though they do not point to any particular industry. Linguistic approaches probably won't help to guess that Love My Carpet is a consumer product, but they can help to determine that the industry discriminators lie in the text following patterns such as X is the maker of Y. Statistics can then guess the industries associated with Y.
The NLP method used in NLDB associates categories with linguistic patterns. We will next describe the pattern language, then explain how statistical methods can automatically add simple patterns.
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Lexico-Semantic Patterns
In SCISOR [Jacobs and Rau, 1990] , MUC [Jacobs et al., 1991; , and other applications,
we have found that lexically-driven pre-processing serves as a complement to parsing and semantic interpretation, both in identifying portions of relevant text and in marking the input text to make it easier to process. Our lexico-semantic pattern rules are quite similar to those in CONSTRUE/TIS [Hayes and Weinstein, 1990] , associating each pattern with an action rule that can manipulate text or activate or de-activate a category. This type of knowledge structure has proven effective for topic identification as well as other forms of pre-processing. Because the pattern matcher is designed as an efficient "trigger" mechanism and an aid in parsing, the patterns are mostly simple combinations of lexical categories. The patterns largely adopt the language of regular expressions, including the following terms and operators:
• Lexical features that can be tested in a pattern In addition to helping to catch a broader range of constructs that indicate takeovers, the more complex patterns like the second one above can make preliminary assignments of roles, which can greatly speed and aid parsing in systems that perform both parsing and categorization. The ability to construct and add these more sophisticated patterns by hand is a major advantage, which accounts for much of the benefit of knowledge-based methods over statistical means. However, the more simple patterns are required, the more labor-intensive this process can be, and the more manual tuning must be done in order to get accurate results.
Statistical methods have the advantage of building rules automatically from a training set. But, in order to get the benefit of statistics, the methods used must add knowledge in the same form as the knowledge-based rules, and must produce a clear result that is accessible for knowledge engineering. In other words, the statistical methods themselves must be an aid rather than a replacement for knowledge acquisition. The next section describes how this is accomplished.
Statistics and Acquisition
The strategies for statistical training described here all use a "training" set of 11,500 news stories, including about 3,000,000 words, with human-assigned categories assigned to each story. The "test" set used was a new sample of one day's news, or 700 stories including 200,000 words.
Many statistical methods in information retrieval use probahilistic weights of individual terms [Salton and McGill, 1983] , where a term can be a single word, root, or combination of words. The techniques we explored include various weighting schemes, with the end goal being to use heavily-weighted terms as the building blocks for patterns. A term can be weighted with respect to its overall relevance, or with respect to its ability to determine a particular category. The "pure" statistical results reported earlier summed the weights of all terms in a text with respect to each industry category.
Automating the process of acquiring lexico-semantic patterns poses a number of distinct problems. First, there has to be some means of distinguishing where industry information might appear in a text. Second, single words should he distinguished from phrases in certain cases where the individual words might be misleading. Third, the statistical methods must produce individual actions, not weights that must be combined to derive the final answer or answers. Fourth, there has to be some good way of determining when the statistical results were bound to introduce errors.
All of these requirements come together to assure that the statistical methods can be used to improve existing sets of pattern-action rules, that manual methods will not counteract the results of acquisition, and that the statistical and NLP methods can interact gracefully.
Identifying Relevant Text
Many of the errors with statistical methods, especially when single words and phrases are used for categorization, come from unusual occurrences in background or irrelevant texts, such as the brewing example earlier. A similar case is the word Yankee which is an excellent indicator of NUCLEAR ENERGY (because of the New Hampshire Yankee Power Plant), except in an isolated cluster of articles about George Steinbrenner, the owner of the New York Yankees.
We tried two methods of correcting for such problems. First, we noted that most industry information is contained in the headline, first, and last paragraphs of texts, and tested using only these paragraphs for categorization. Second, we tried a simple filter to score how much each paragraph was like a first or last paragraph, using the following calculation for the relevance weight of a term:
d log 2 b
Where b is number of occurrences of each term in the first and last paragraphs of text, and d is the ratio oI occurrences in these texts to all occurrences, minus a constant.
The following are some of the noteworthy results ot these tests:
• A separate relevance filter produced some improvement over simple term weighting, about 3 points in precision, and a larger improvement, about 5 points, when only "in-or-out" patterns were used. This was above and beyond a comparable gain from considering only headline, first, and last paragraphs.
• Almost all combinations of looking at first, last, and additional relevant paragraphs ended up with about the same results. In other words, looking at only paragraphs with high relevance scores that were also at the beginning or end of a story produced about the same results, combining recall and precision, as looking at highly relevant paragraphs in addition to the first and last paragraphs. We settled on using only first and last paragraphs with relevant scores because this simply minimizes the amount of text that must be processed.
• Using only first and last paragraphs for training, as well as categorizing, produced no improvement in results. We think that this is because the improvement from having a more accurate training sample is neutralized by having less text to train on. This suggests using a still larger training sample.
These tests showed that a simple relevance filter produced a consistent, small, advantage in accuracy over using the whole text of each story. However, surprisingly, it was hard to see any gain from considering the middle parts of stories where those parts had high relevance scores. This suggests that further work could produce better indicators of relevance that get industry information out of the middle parts without introducing more extraneous categories.
Collocations and Names
Statistical methods looking for sure-fire indicators must, by their nature, consider overwhelming statistical evidence even when these indicators are relatively infrequent. Unfortunately, even when a word or phrase correlates with an industry 100% of the time in a sample, this does not mean that it will be a sure indicator in a new sample. This is especially a problem with proper names and names of locations, but is also an issue with words that occur frequently in collocations.
Treating words as individual indicators when they really are part of a name or collocation can hurt precision by increasing the chance that the single word will appear independently. It can also hurt recall, because the combined evidence derived from a name or collocation can be strong even when the individual words contribute little.
As evidence of the problem with proper names, the words Flint (a city in Michigan where General Motors produces cars and trucks), Donahue (the name of a popular daytime TV show), and Warner (a communications conglomerate) are all good statistical indicators. In fact, in the training sample of about a month's worth of news, Donahue was an indicator of BROADCASTING 18 out of 18 times, making it a better indicator even than Pepsi. But in the one-day test sample, Donahue occurred only once, in a story about the president of Nike (the athletic shoe company). Flint occurred in a story about an art display in the Michigan town, and Warner as a name unrelated to the communications company.
While accurate recognition of proper names is necessary for good precision, it is also a requirement for recall. A company may be involved in industries that are difficult to get from either the parts of the name or the surrounding context. For example, household is a weak indicator for CONSUMER PRODUCTS, but the company Household International is in the IIDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS category. Similarly, Digital Equipment is in a different industry from Digital Communications. Since these names are so important for industry assignment, we found that the best results came from handling all proper names separately and being much more lenient about when to admit an industry name based on the name of a company than for individual words and phrases.
With other compounds, there were again problems with both recall and precision. Recall problems came from common words that have a special meaning when conjoined, such as real estate--both real and estate frequently occur, and have no significance with respect to industry, but real estate is a good indicator of the REAL ESTATE category. Television is a weak indicator of several industry categories, but television viewers and television networks are strong indicators.
We took a simple approach to handling such collocations, by computing mutual information statistics [Church et al., 1989] for bigrams (two-word sequences) in the training corpus, and treating combinations with a high degree of mutual information as if they were single terms. So real estate would be treated as an atom, the individual words not being considered for categorization. This yielded fair results, but probably is not as good a method as looking for discriminators specifically when the individual words are indicators of multiple categories.
The following are some of the key results from separate processing of names and collocations:
• Company name extraction was the best contributor to accuracy, with a 10% improvement in recall and no significant loss of precision over treating company names as any other word. This is an especially compelling result because the individual components of company names are often themselves good indicators, and because the size of the training set is not nearly large enough to cover many of the companies that occur in a given test (hence the training data inherently miss a fair number of companies).
• The use of bigrams yielded about a 6% gain in precision with no real effect on recall. We expect that the number of bigrams was not adequate to have a major positive impact on recall, while the method of ignoring the individual component words can neutralize some of the positive effect.
Setting Word Thresholds
Knowledge-based methods aim at high-accuracy individual patterns. It is hard to balance these against weighted terms, so it is best to tune the statistics to identify simple indicators rather than weights to be combined with other weights. This way, a rule can combine hand-coded knowledge with automatically-acquired data by looking for industry information in a particular place and getting the industry from a single indicator in that place, as in the company manufactures satellites.
Because work in information retrieval [Salton and McGill, 1983] has suggested that combinations of weighted terms could be more accurate than single inor-out assignments, we compared a number of different weighting methods with a number of different methods for discriminating key indicators. We found that, in general, the combination of weighted terms produced better results than simply taking the union of the industries activated by the "best" terms. However, the results for the best discrete assignment of industries to individual terms were very close to those of the weighted terms, and the benefits of this approach--including the ability to integrate statistics with knowledge-based methods, the identification of important ambiguities in word meaning, and speed and simplicity--suggest that statistical thresholds for individual terms, without any combining of weights, is a good approach.
We had to devise a statistical means of distinguishing only those terms that were very good indicators by themselves of a particular category, without having to compute a score for each paragraph. This would not have worked without the pre-processing of relevant text, name and collocation extraction. In fact, the performance of categorization using single in-or-out terms was more than 10% lower in precision than the combination of weights without the pre-processing, but about the same with the combined method. The apparent explanation for this is that most of the error introduced in using single terms as discriminators comes from the confusion of terms either in special combinations or in irrelevant text. The following is the formula for weighting terms that are individual indicators of a particular category:
where b is number of times a term appears is a story about a particular category, d is the difference between that number and the overall percentage of words in texts of that category, and r is the ratio of combined probabilities to the product of independent probabilities, the mutual information statistic.
With a threshold of 100, this weight identifies terms that are good independent indicators of each topic. These terms can then be used automatically, either by themselves or in combination with other terms, to create patterns in the knowledge base.
Combining Information
The statistical pre-processing methods and calculations of relevance weights and weights for category indicators lay the groundwork for automatically constructing linguistic patterns for categorization. Because these individual discriminators can be combined with hand-coded knowledge, the statistical recognition of these terms is sufficient to augment a knowledge base automatically, and the combination of the hand-coded rules with the statistical patterns is better than either alone (although it could always be argued that, with a little more work, the same rules could have been hand-coded).
These results are not completely satisfying. The statistical acquisition method uses only a fraction of the power of the pattern language, and the error rate of the system could still be reduced. We tried three different types of methods-finding exceptions, co-indicators, and meta-indicators-to try to improve results using combinations rather than single term rules. These three methods are described as follows: Exceptions: Exceptions spot secondary terms that would override a category indicated by a "good"
term, for example, if oil appears in a text about the automobile industry rather than petroleum, it might appear near motor or engine.
Co-lndicators: Co-indicators spot combinations of words, where at least one was a "good" term, where the combination was a much better indicator that the single term.
Meta-lndicators: Meta-indicators spot terms such as produces and manufactures, which are not themselves indicators of a particular industry, but often appear near terms that indicate an industry. For this process, we compiled a set of tables covering, for each good discriminator, the words that appeared as neighbors of that term along with the number of times those words appeared in texts about the "right" category vs. texts not about the category. This was a computation-intensive process for 3 million words, so much so that we had to reduce the size of the table by considering only terms with moderate frequency--the highest frequency terms are "stop" words, and the lowest frequency terms are not good discriminators.
The following are the major results of this analysis:
• Using exception lists to try to correct for precision problems turned out to be of surprisingly little value (about 2% precision). While it is possible that different methods would yield better results, it seems that the data on exceptions are just too sparse--it is much easier to get good data on positive examples from the training set than negative examples.
• Using co-indicators, or second order relations, appeared to be much more promising than exceptions. Like the use of bigrams, this produced only a small effect (about 2% in both recall and precision), but any technique that improves recall without a loss of precision is worth exploring.
• The use of recta-indicators, while also not producing a major effect on results, looks like the most promising method. Like co-indicators, these metaindicators rely mainly on positive examples from the text, but they have the additional advantage of being able to use much larger volumes of data.
Fertile Areas for Future Research
While the improvements in overall system performance on this task came as a result of many months of engineering and experiments, the most promising aspect of this evaluation is the prospect for new areas where statistics can help natural language and vice versa. We have identified three critical research areas that are likely to improve both system performance and general NLP performance.
The first major area of research is in discourse, or text structure analysis. This experiment showed that the first and last paragraphs of a news story give much more accurate information than others, and that a general assessment of relevance of a paragraph serves as a good filter for the extraction of information from that paragraph. However, this simple filter falls far short of really identifying where the information in a story lies. For example, in many stories the "last" paragraph really comes in the middle of a text, with some additional material coming at the end because of incidental information or strange editing. Similarly, in more complicated texts, there can be more than one introductory paragraph, multiple coneluding paragraphs, and other critical information in the middle. Statistical techniques are a very weak means of guessing this type of structural information. We expect that we can improve the results slightly with some more sophisticated discourse analysis; and, perhaps more importantly, this type of evaluation can measure how well a structural theory of text can perform.
The second area to explore is developing generalized patterns from detailed statistical analysis. The firstorder logarithmic measures used for acquisition here are overly simplistic, and assume that relationships between words and categories are basically independent. This assumption is false, because the words are a manifestation of concepts and linguistic relations in the text that the statistics are ignoring. We are investigating a variety of more complex means, including multivariate discriminant analysis, that help to determine when, for example, the effect of combining satellite with weapon is really an effect of combining satellite with any military concept.
The third, more linguistic, area is in identifying thematic roles. In meta-indicators described earlier, we are really identifying potential function words in the text, such as produces or manufactures. Since the use of these terms in category assignment really assumes that any company or industry appearing around them is involved in the function or operation, it should be possible to use more detailed parsing to check whether this assumption fits linguistically, and to use the statistical analysis to acquire functional or thematic relations that can help in more detailed analysis.
Summary and Conclusion
This paper has addressed the area where statistical and linguistic analysis come together with an application focus --the assignment of categories to news stories, particularly the identification of topics and industries. The experiments reported here show that using statistical methods to acquire simple lexical patterns helps knowledge-based processing and leads to a substantial improvement in overall system performance. In addition, this method promises to ease the burden of hand-coding knowledge for each application, by automatically identifying the significant terms and combinations of terms to use knowledge-intensive NLP applications.
